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exports as were permitted, while European vessels entering
Burmese ports were liable to a long list of additional charges,
most of which were the perquisites of local officials.
The actual amounts, which found their way into the Royal
Treasury, were very small by European standards. The total
amount there at the time of Bodawpaya's death in 1819 was
equal to £575,000. But in those days tike king was called upon to
make few money payments; his officials, as we have seen, were
remunerated by assignments of lands and revenues or by fees
and commission. The extortion and embezzlement, of which
there were so many complaints, sprang almost entirely from the
pernicious system of perquisites, in which every official from the
highest to the lowest was involved. They preyed upon the
people, says Crawford, like a horde of locusts.
In the courts civil procedure was largely by precedent, and
although a Burmese version of the old Hindu code of Manu
was used, the influence of indigenous custom predominated.
The whole spirit of the procedure, not merely its form, was
strange to the earliest British administrator, who had to run
such a court. "He failed to understand," says Furnivall, "that
Burmans went to court to find a man of wisdom and authority
who could help them in arriving at an amicable settlement of
their disputes; that the various officials, who tried cases,
jointly or separately, in person or by deputy, in court or in their
private house, were (according to English notions) arbitrators,
and that the so-called codes were compilations by jurists, used
for guidance but not for literal application."1 This idealized
version of what took place should be read along with Crawford's
view that "no prudent person enters into a lawsuit".
In criminal cases cruel punishments involving mutilation
and various horrible forms of death were not uncommon. In
such cases torture might be applied to both principals and
witnesses, while gaolers were known to use it in order to
extort money. European observers noted various forms of
ordeal in use. Prison conditions were appalling; owing to the
flimsy structure of the buildings, every prisoner had to be kept
in the stocks. Henry Gouger, a British merchant, who was
imprisoned at the capital along with the American missionary,
1 Op. cit, p. 31.

